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(57) ABSTRACT 

A computer-based system and method for re?ning of mesh 
model of a three-dimensional (3D) object or surface through 
adaptive subdivision that results in a smooth interpolation of 
the mesh surface. In one example, the system operates upon 
a triangulated mesh model and analyzes each edge of the 
triangle in question to determine Whether that particular 
edge should be subdivided based on a predetermined sub 
division criteria. After an analysis of each of the edges of 
that triangle (using the adaptive subdivision criteria) the 
system and method may make one of several different types 
of subdivisions—e.g. dividing the mesh triangle into tWo, 
three or four smaller triangles. 
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( Main Routine 

i 

De?ne boundary vertices V0. V1, V2 for (he irlengle in be subdivided] 

Lei vertex V0 I location at (0,0) 
{\J Le: vertex V1 = location at (MBLSUDVBHSJELGdQG -1. 0) 

<9 Lei vertex V2 = location at (0. max_subveris_per_edge -1) 

We assume e there will be max_subvens_per_edge number or 
subdivisions at most. 

lni'iielize coordinate and normal values tor 
ver?cee V0. v1, V2 ; initialize ihlrd edge: 

/\" it me angle between H? and 020 < crease_mreahold, then 
Assign V0 coordinate r0, and normal n0 . lei arga = n20. otherwise ar93 = 0‘ 

If the angle between no and n01 < crease_lhreshold. then 
Assign V1 coordinate r1. and normal n1 : 16! are‘ = M1. otherwise arge = 0. 
Initialize V! 2 call lrmvertexiri. n1) 

A Initialize \ID a call lnitVe?ex(rO. n0) 

Initialize the edge lnlormation - vertex normals (An, an) , 
Assign V2 coordinate i2. and normal n2 : normal difference (dn) . lengrn (dr) : 
lnlilallze v2 = call lnitvenexlr2. n2) call idgelnliivz. v0. e198. erge) 

subdivide ihe iniiieiized edge : 
call ln'RializedEdgeSubNZ. V0) 

initialize ?rst edge : 
lithe angle between n0 and n01 < oreasegiureshold‘ than 

let arqS e mi, oiherwlee M93 = O. 

' N If lhe angle between :11 and MD < crease_lhreehold, than ang 9 

(9 YOIUCGS V0, V1, V2‘ let arg4 = M0, otherwise arg4 = 0. 

lnlilallze me edge information - vertex normals (An. Bn) . 
normal dliference (dn), length (dr) : 

call EdqelnitiVO. V1. “Q3. 3794-) 

ca Sub V0 V1 V2 

subdivide the ‘n?iel‘zed edge : 
call lnl‘iializedEdueSubNO. V1) 

End ) 

lniiialize second edge : 
lflhe angle between M and M2 < crease-threshold. ihen 

let ergs = M2. otherwise erg: = 0. 

If mo angle between n2 and 1121 < creneeJhreshold. then 
QB N arm : n21, otherwise 0194 = O. 

Initialize the edge informeiion - vertex normals (An. 8n) . 
normal difference (dn). lengd'i (ck) : 

ceil EdgelnMV‘l. V2, M93, arg4) 

subdivide the innialized edge : 
cell lniliaiizedEdgeSubiVl , v2) 

i______ 
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Receive argumonis : ’ 

Venice: A. B. and C of me : 
mangle to subdivide. i 

l 
i 
' 

'Compuia bisocxiun of me edges AB. BC, and CA 
iolihe triangle ABC . 
T 

"(m/r Tum vertex VAB = iocd?o? oi middle oi edge AB 7 

‘Let vertex VBC = iocaiion oi middle of edge 5C 

iLat vertex VCA : location at middle of edge CA 

iCheck i’VO'YiCBS VAB. V80. and VGA have 
gaireedy been initialized ii.e.. ii they have already 

/‘\.i been subdivided during processing of m 
We {adjacent mange. 

iLet CAB - we ii VAB has been processed 
i 

iun cac - true a vac m been processed 

{Let USA a true i V CA has been precasaed 
i 

ii (CAB and CEO and GOA an iaisa) man 

Call Proceeu‘i'rimgleiA. B. C) 

Lise ii (CAB and CBC and COA ere Iii rue) man 
3 recursively suvdvide edges and triangbe ; 

subdivide edged : 
cm EngesuixVAB. VCAI . 
cal EdgeSutKVBC. VABD 
cal EdgoSubNCA, m 

Mid. trilnghe : 
all Sub“. VAB. VGA) 
cal SubiE VBC. VABI 
cal SuNC. VOA. V56) 
cal MAI. V00. VCM 

I 
1‘else if (only CAB Ind C51: In true) than rocumvoiy 
subdivide 06H!‘ and m‘engies : 

i 
subdivide me edge ; 

ceii EdgeSuhfVBO. VAB) 
Fiecureneiy subdivide menqied : 

cell SubiIB. “spec, 

Compue edge (A, VBC) and (C, VAB) and decide 
which is but (0 subdivide : 

Caii Omani-EMA. VBC. C. VAE) 1e decldai 
dn best edge id subdivide ; 

i1 (Chained-ink return: 1) than 
recursive” subdivide i 

call Edge$ub(C. VAB) , 
caii SubiC. VAB. Vic) I 
call SUMC. A. VAB) 

Oil. Ull? 
call EdgeSubiA. VBC] ‘ 
caii Sub“, VAB, VBC) 1 
call SubiC. A. VBC) i 

53.11 
I 1 
9i" ll (only CBC and 00A are we) men recursrveiy I 
nubdivido edge‘ and triangles : i' 

1 
' summa- edqe : 

call EdgeSuNVBA. VBC) 
subdivide u-iengie : 

; call Sub(C. VGA, vac) 

?v' camparc edges (A. van) and (A. vac) m decide 
which i: ms: to mivide : ‘ 

Call ChooseL'nkbl. VCA, A, VBC) in decide 
a" b”! 949. to subdivide. 1 

H (mm returns 1) men ' 
recursively subdivide 
Q" Edqesum. vac) 
mil SuhiC. VBC. VCA) 
cal suwi, s, vac) 

6i“ ?'iOIl 
call EdgeSubiB, VCA) 
call Sims, vec, VCA) 
cal SubiA, 5, VGA) 

else it (oniy CCA and CAB are true) men 
recursiveiy subdivide edges and mangies 

subdivide edge : 
! call EdgeSubii/AB, VCA) 

Subdivide iriabgib 
I caii sum. we. VCA) 

Compare edges (0, VAB) and 4B, VGA: :0 decideg 
which is best in subdivide, ‘ 

Cali ChooseLinkiC. ‘JAB, 3. WA: 10 decidei 
on D651 edge 1 

ii (ChoosaLink return: ‘ii then ' 
recursively subdivide 1 

call Edgasuma, VCA) Y 
call Sub(B, VCA, VAB) 
call Sub(B. C. VCA) 

else than 
I call EdgaSub(C. VAB) 

cail SLMC, VCA, VAB) 
| call Sub(B. c, we) 

else if (only CAB is true) then recursively subdivide n : 

cell EdqeSuNC. VAB) 
subdivide triangles I 

cali SuNC. A. VAB) 

subdivide the edge (0, VAB) . J 

I 
ceii SubiB. C. VAB) i 

else if (cniy CEO is true) then recureiveiy BuhdNid. il : 

subdivide me edge ((3, vAg] ; 
cell Edge-Sub“ V56) 1 

Subdivida iriengies : i 
call sum. a, use; 
cal SubiC. A, Vac) i 

i 

else if (only CCA is true) than recursively subdivide ii 

sum the edge (a, VGA) ; 
caii Edqosma, vcn.) 

SubdMdo winging , 
nail SubiB, c, VOA) 
caii sum. a. VGA) 

i 

US 2001/0013866 A1 
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HS. \5 

( Edgobubi) ) 

_ "1 

!R668N6 arguments. left and right verucos of \he ' 
edge to be subdivided: 

left = id! vertex 
‘ right = right vane: ; 

1Initialize the edge, determine normal magnitude 
at each ver‘iex. and direeiion vector ior the edge 
an gas-93m ‘(left right) 111 /\ 

Subdivida initialized edge: 
\ call initializedEdgeSub?eti. right) 

t and EdgeSubO 

PS. iii 

{ lnHiaiizedEdgeSubi) } 

Receive arguments. left and right venices of 'lhe edge to he subdivided: L 

ieiLpareni = let! vertex \ 
right _perent = right vertex 

Q subdivide the edge assigning value 0 
to let! vertex and 1 to right vertex: 
call lntemaiEdgeSubUeit. right, 0, 1) 

End inineiizedEdgeSuN) 
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Fi6€6~6 arguments: 
left = left venu 

% i right = ri?'lt vertex 
Q Value iel'Lt and righLt allow fur ganeralized 

subdivision of an edge : 
lefu :- la? starting pt. for subdivision 
nghtut = right threshold 

l 
Compuzo current pt. of subdhision. curren?y. w. take me midpoint : 

Compute subdivision paramotar : 
cur; = (ML! 4- nghLt) I 2 

Compute beam of vertex at the midpoint : 
vertex cur_ven = mlddia o! odgo (Ian. right) 

initialize cur__vort (find the value at (is non-nah : 
call lniwertax?oft. nght, lofLparam. rignLparont, edge, ¢Llr_t) 

; if (1 is mtumod} than subdMda odes mum: 
call lmunaiEdmsubuo?, cum/on. lofU. cur_t) 
call lnteratEdgoSub(cur_von, rlgm. cur_t. nghLJ) 

End IntamulEdgoSubO 
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Fla. W00. 

1 
Hecolve argument: 1 

A vane: A, vertex B, vector nA, vector as 

drloi?hcooralna?=ooordof8~ coordofA 

dn (on‘lln normamsnclmal olB‘normalofA 

if (M is glvon — creased can) ?'lOn 
Vector M1 is (vector ems: pmducr of m. 

. normal of A and M 

(0'11, /" m-awm ' (dolproauclulvmm1 anddr) 
also (norwroasod case) M 

An: the normal olA' (voctordotproamot my“ 

“11A 1"; dr) 
if (n8 ls glvon - creased can) non 

Vocror n51 to (vector ms: produczo! no 
normal of B and n8 

En-dr- n01 ' (dorpromotvectornmanddr) 
eh. (non-craa‘sod can) men an-mmmmla'lvmwpmuaof 

m'mi of [5 ‘IA d. t‘ 

FL 
(wwmol 

Flj- ILL 

1 L‘ Receive arguments : 
G I vertex A and vane: B 

1 
‘ or (diff in coordlnate) = cooru of B - coord of A 

An = normal 01A ' (do: product of normal of A 

‘and Gil 

8n = normal of B ' (do! product or normal of B 
and dr) 

QM, 
} on (diff m normals) = normal of B - normal of A 

i 

~J 
and Edgalnitl) 
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{’ l3‘ \ jf 
l lmtvemw? \ 
\________/ 

1 Recelve arguments : 
O Parent venlces; A, B. LP. RP 

£5 ‘ Parent edge: PE 
subdlvlslon fraction 1 t 

1 Call SubdlvielonCriteriumlAl B) ze determine if 
AB has to be subdivided. 

ll (routine returns 1) then 
9-? r x coordinate of LP + t ' the value of dr 

computed for edge PE. 
n = normal ol LP 4- t ' the value of dn 

computed tor edge PE 
ler r1 = 1 - t 

let M = t " H 

(as let vector E1 = the value of En computed for 
edge PE ' (r1 “rm 

iel E0 ; the value of An computed for edge 
PE ' (l ' n1) 

L.’ let r += E1 - E0 
let r11 '= 3 -_~ 

let vector rdol : the value of dr lor edge PE 
+ the value ol An lor edge PE ‘(in -t1) 
4- the value cl En for edge PE‘ll? -t) 

let n -- rdor ’ (vector do! product of rdot end \ 
n) / (square of each component of rdot) 

Normalize n 

l endlnitVOMXO ) 

Receive argument 3 verrex A and B 

_ f ll (square 01 the distance between 
coordinates of A and me: or B is grearer 
than llnk_?'lf05l'l0ld) than 
mum 1 

else 
return 0 

1 
/_____ 

( End suhdlvleloncrlleriuml) l 
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ADAPTIVE SUBDIVISION OF MESH MODELS 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] This invention relates to three-dimensional (“3D”) 
modeling of real-World objects, terrains and other surfaces 
by computer. In particular, the present invention relates to a 
system and method for smooth surface interpolation for 
arbitrary meshes. 

COPYRIGHT NOTICE 

[0002] Portions of the disclosure of this patent document 
contain material Which is subject to copyright protection. 
The copyright oWner has no objection to the facsimile 
reproduction by anyone of the patent document or patent 
disclosure as it appears in the Patent and Trademark Of?ce 
patent ?le or records, but otherWise reserves all copyright 
rights Whatsoever. 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

[0003] There is great interest in the development of com 
puter systems Which enable users to generate accurate 
displays and reproductions of real World and fantasy objects, 
terrains and other 3D surfaces. A graphic display and 
manipulation system generates a mesh model of the object, 
terrain or surface, uses that mesh model as a basis to create 
the display or reproduction. A mesh model represents an 
object, terrain or other surface as a series of interconnected 
planar shapes, such as triangles, quadrangles or more com 
plex polygons. More advanced graphic display systems 
provide rapid Zoom and “Walk around” capabilities (alloW 
ing the user to make his or her perceived vantage point 
appear to move closer to, farther from or about an object or 

surface). 
[0004] A set of data points that describes the object or 
surface provides basic data for the mesh. The data points, in 
many cases, represent actual, measured points on the object, 
surface or terrain. Values for such measured data points may 
come from a number of sources. Auser can input data points 
based on measurement or planned architecture or they can 
be generated through scanning and other measuring systems. 
A scanning system uses a light source such as a laser stripe 
to scan and a camera to collect images of the scanning light 
as it re?ects from the object. A scanning system processes 
the information captured in the images to determine a set of 
measured 3D point values that describe the object, surface or 
terrain in question. 

[0005] Typical mesh modeling systems use data points 
(such as measured data points) to create meshes of the 
object, surface or terrain. When modeling a complex object, 
the meshes often have sharp changes of surface contour in 
localiZed areas of detail. For example, When modeling a 
human face, the area of the mesh model for the nose or the 
eyes Will usually have more changes of contour than the 
surface area of the cheek. In some circumstances the model 
designers Will sometimes Wish to heighten or further re?ne 
the contours in these areas to provide a model of the object 
Which is more realistic in appearance or Which has a special 
focus. 

[0006] Traditional tools of 3D modeling include the use of 
BeZier splines, Non-Uniform Rational B-Splines (NURBS) 
and other types of patch based surface modeling. These tools 
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are efficient for simple shapes such as boxes, spheres and 
cylinders, but quickly become aWkWard for constructing and 
providing a suf?cient level of detail resolution for surfaces 
that are more irregularly shaped, such as organic shapes 
resulting from 3D scanning. As the terrain of a complex 
object changes rapidly, and in a random fashion, a global 
function calculation, such as a B-Spline, requires a signi? 
cant portion of the computer’s resources and may not 
provide a model that has suf?cient detail in the areas of 
interest. Thus, for mesh models of irregularly shaped sur 
faces, such as real-World or fantasy objects, surfaces or 
terrains, there is a need for the development of neW com 
puter tools for permitting re?nement to such complex sur 
faces. In mathematical terms, one problem to be solved can 
be stated as folloWs: Given a base mesh, such as a triangu 
lated surface, hoW can the mesh be re?ned to produce a 
smooth surface that passes through all of the initial vertices 
orthogonal to the initial normal vectors at each of the 
vertices. 

[0007] Over the last decade, developers have made 
attempts to create algorithms for re?ning the detail of 
complex, irregular surfaces. One generally knoWn approach, 
is the so-called “subdivision of surfaces” technique. As 
applied to the smoothing of 3D triangulated meshes, this 
technique seeks to recursively subdivide all of the triangles 
of the mesh into four-sub triangles, until the desired level of 
detail is reached. FIG. 1 shoWs an example of this subdi 
vision of a single triangle 1 into a triangulated mesh having 
original vertices 11, 12, and 13. The edges 2, 3, 4 of triangle 
1 are subdivided by adding neW vertices 21, 22, and 23 at the 
midpoints of each edge 2, 3, 4 of triangle 1. These neW 
vertices can be determined or extruded based on an extru 

sion algorithm and four neW triangles 31, 32, 33 and 34 can 
be rendered. Each of these smaller triangles 31-34 may also 
be subdivided and extruded in a similar manner to further 
re?ne the mesh. 

[0008] HoWever, there are draWbacks to the subdivision of 
surfaces technique, including a likelihood of overWhelming 
a computer’s resources. In certain implementations, each 
global subdivision using this technique quadruples the used 
memory. For example, a mesh having 10,000 triangles 
Would have 40,000 triangles after the ?rst iteration of a 
subdivision. Such subdivision could quickly overWhelm the 
memory resources of the computer, causing it to be unable 
to render and animate such a surface after a small number of 
subdivisions. In addition, this type of recursive subdividing 
produces a uniform surface geometry When each triangle is 
alWays subdivided in the same manner. These subdivisions 
may not create a surface Which passes through the orthogo 
nals of the initial vertices in an ef?cient manner. Accord 
ingly, there is a need for neW techniques to subdivide a mesh 
model in a Way Which Would provide greater accuracy and 
ef?ciency in terms of subdivisions Which create a surface 
that best passes through all of the initial vertices orthogonal 
to the initial normals and Which also uses the available 
computing resources in the most ef?cient manner. In the 
search for better mesh modeling systems, it is important to 
look at criteria such as: 

[0009] hoW to avoid doing unnecessary subdivisions 
at smooth areas; 

[0010] hoW to determine or extrude the middle points 
off the edges; 
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[0011] hoW to guarantee numerical stability and 
robustness; and 

[0012] hoW to achieve real-time performance using 
commonly available computer equipment. 

[0013] One goal is to prevent unnecessary subdivisions 
With a algorithm that is adaptive so that it permits the 
making of an ef?cient subdivision at any level of recursion. 
The second issue pertains to the mathematical accuracy of 
the subdivision. The extrusion technique should provide a 
certain smoothness of the surface in the limit of in?nite 
subdivision. Additionally, normal vectors to this limiting 
surface have to interpolate those at the base mesh vertices, 
Which requirement gives another restriction on the extrusion 
algorithm. 
[0014] The third issue pertains to practical implementa 
tion. “Bad” areas, such as high peaks may produce insta 
bilities at each level of subdivision, Which may go to in?nity 
in the limit of in?nite level. The last issue has to do With 
computational complexity. The algorithm should take linear 
time. Moreover, very feW operations should be performed in 
every triangle, so that speeds of, for example 10 frames/sec, 
can be achieved by using available computer hardWare, such 
as an Intel Pentium IITM processor. 

[0015] With problems such as these solved, adaptive sub 
division may become a basic tool of 3D graphics, like 
Gourand shading. HardWare acceleration may lead to speeds 
of 30 frames/sec or more, after Which a neW level of realism 
in 3D graphics can be achieved. HoWever, to date there are 
no tools Which can produce a smooth mesh model With the 
desired ef?ciency, detail and accuracy. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0016] The present invention provides a computer-based 
system and method for the adaptive subdivision of mesh 
model of a three-dimensional (3D) object or surface that 
results in a smooth interpolation of the mesh surface. The 
mesh model has a set of connected faces, With each face 
being a geometric shape With a predetermined number of 
vertices and a corresponding number of edges. Each edge 
connects tWo of the predetermined number of vertices. The 
system adds detail to the mesh model through the adaptive 
subdivision of the faces of the mesh model. 

[0017] In the exemplary embodiment Which operates upon 
a triangulated mesh model, the system of the present inven 
tion analyZes each edge of the triangle in question to 
determine Whether that particular edge should be subdivided 
based on a predetermined subdivision criteria. After an 
analysis of each of the edges of that triangle (using the 
adaptive subdivision criteria) the system and method of the 
present invention makes one of several different types of 
subdivisions—e. g. dividing the mesh triangle into tWo, three 
or four smaller triangles. 

[0018] When analyZing each edge of the triangle, the 
system and method of the present invention Will determine 
the 3D coordinates for a point Which Will subdivide that 
triangle edge and compute other information that Would be 
related to that point, such as normal information (and other 
information such as attribute information like, color or shine 
(re?ectivity) information). When a triangle’s edge is subdi 
vided, each edge segment can also be further analyZed to 
determine Whether it Will need to be further subdivided. 
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Once each edge is analyZed, and the subdivision points 
generated, the triangle can be subdivided and neW triangles 
adding additional detail or re?nement to the mesh. 

[0019] In an exemplary embodiment, a subdivision ele 
ment receives data concerning one of the triangles to be 
analyZed and then checks the ?rst edge (by checking the data 
associated With the vertices for that edge) against a prede 
termined subdivision criteria. The subdivision criteria can 
analyZe mesh edge and data point characteristics such as the 
length of the edge (subdividing the edge if the length greater 
than a predetermined threshold) or the angle betWeen the 
normal vectors at the tWo edge vertices (subdividing the 
edge if the angle is greater than a predetermined threshold). 
HoWever, the meshing system of the present invention can 
be arranged to analyZe other attribute information associated 
With the mesh or its data points, such as color or shine 
(re?ectivity) information and make subdivision determina 
tions based on those criteria as Well. When an edge meets the 
predetermined subdivision criteria, an extrusion element 
determines the coordinate and other mesh attribute informa 
tion that is to be associated With the neW subdivision point. 
In the exemplary embodiment, the coordinates are smoothly 
interpolated so that they Will lie on a curve that passes 
through the vertices of the ?rst edge orthogonal to the 
normal vectors at the ?rst edge vertices. (Values for other 
attributes of the data point such as color Would be interpo 
lated based on the data associated With the original vertices 
in much the same manner). 

[0020] If a determination is made to subdivide a triangle’s 
edge, the system and method of the present invention, Will 
(eg in a recursive procedure) further analyZe the subedges 
formed by the neWly created data point and the original edge 
vertices to determine if further subdividing of those sub 
edges is necessary. When analysis of an edge is completed, 
the system and method of the present invention continues to 
analyZe the other edges in the original triangle to determine 
Whether those edges require subdivision(s). After each edge 
of a triangle is analyZed, the system and method of the 
present invention Will subdivide the triangle into further 
subtriangles, e.g making either a double (tWo triangle), triple 
(three triangle) or quadruple (four triangle) subdivision, 
depending upon the number of edges that Were determined 
to need subdivision. The system then proceeds (eg in a 
recursive procedure) to analyZe those neWly created subtri 
angles to determine if further subdivisions are necessary 
Within them. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0021] FIG. 1 shoWs subdivision of a triangle using qua 
druple subdivision. 

[0022] FIGS. 2a-c shoW subdivision of a triangle using 
double subdivision according to an exemplary embodiment 
of the present invention. 

[0023] FIGS. Sa-f shoW subdivision of a triangle using 
triple subdivision according to an exemplary embodiment of 
the present invention. 

[0024] 
triangle. 

FIG. 4 shoWs a non-symmetric subdivision of a 

[0025] FIG. 5 shoWs an exemplary portion of mesh model 
approximating an object or surface. 






















